usually involve teasing out tentative, and practically unformed priorities, and giving them the right culture-medium of interest and enthusiasm to grow. They won't just be sitting there, fully formed, waiting to get out; they need to be fertilized.
If constant self-analysis is indulged in, these little hopes, often tenuous enough as it is, will become smothered. But without them, there can be no will to emerge from the difficulties, whatever pattern and intellectuals that has beguiled us into caring more about explaining than helping.
All of us could spend the rest of our lives under standing the ins and outs of our imperfections, but, when it comes down to it, the only problems worth giving one's attention to are those which specffically obstruct our growth.
Southwood Ldne
Highgate Village, X6 In the futurethe study of the histories ofpsychiatric hospitals may become a more popular topic of study, and historians will then have cause to be grateful for the information which has been accumulated. 
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